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Technology





Limited air flow directionality
Limited appeal
RoCo Technology
Personal ‘attendant’ for thermal 
comfort
Cooling and heating through 
one or more robotically 
controlled air nozzles
Highly portable, can follow
Integrates thermal storage























































Water Tank System PCM Based System
C: Compressor, P: Pump
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Modeling Considerations
Systems designed to deliver 170 W of cooling 
for 2 hours
Transient modeling using Modelica
System simulations using CEEE Modelica
Library and Modelica Standard Library
Components developed for mechanical 
modeling, battery modeling and water to air heat 
exchanger
Weight and cost calculations using component 
database in Excel
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discretization to capture 
air to water heat transfer
Churchill correlation with a 
smoothing function for 
waterside heat transfer 
coefficient
Instantaneous mixing 
assumed in water tank 
and ice tank
Same airside HX used for 
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Battery Modeling
9
Valentin Muenzel,  et al, “A Comparative Testing Study of Commercial 18650-Format
Lithium-Ion Battery Cells”, Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 162 (8) A1592-A1600 (2015)
Cell Capacity [Coulombs] 




𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡 = 𝑛𝑝 ∗ 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 = 𝑛𝑝 ∗ 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙




State of charge [-]
Charge dissipation aging
Calendar aging = 0
Transient battery performance using equivalent 
R-C circuit approach
Degradation of battery with usage calculated





𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑖 − 𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 − 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝑅𝑠




𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
f(SOC) obtained from discharge 
characteristics supplied by battery 
manufacturer
Rx, Cx values are obtained from 
EIS experiment and also have 
degradation factor
Model validated against a battery-run 
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Mechanical Modeling
Battery power consumed while moving is 
estimated by force balance
Minimum weight of thermal storage to run each 
system obtained from simulation
Net weight of each system obtained by adding 
other component weights
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𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝐹𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ sin(𝛼)
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 0
𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ cos(𝛼)
𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Muhammet Gonullu (2013), “Development of a mobile robot platform to be used in mobile robot research”, MS Thesis, 
Middle East Technical University
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Sample Run for Robotic Platform
Typical operation involves non-uniform motion 
over different surfaces with varying inclinations
Behavior captured using time varying inputs for 
inclination angle, coefficient of rolling friction and 
acceleration
12
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Vapor Compression System
PCM Mass = 6.0 kg, Latent heat = 210 kJ/kg
Condenser heat captured in PCM
Orifice tube as expansion device
Refrigerant = R134a
15
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Water Tank System
Crossflow Air to Water HX, with higher thermal 
resistance on waterside
Initial Water Amount = 19 kg
Initial Water Temperature = 2°C
16
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Ice Tank System
Initial water in tank = 3 kg
240 ice spheres (3.1 kg)
Constant air inlet temperature = 26ºC
17
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PCM System
PCM mass = 5.6 kg 
Latent heat = 220 kJ/kg
PCM melting temperature = 6°C
18
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System Comparison
19
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Conclusions
Vapor compression system
Compact, high COP, high cost
Minimal user input for thermal recharge
Self contained recharge mechanism enabling 
application to larger locations
Water tank system
Bulky, highest COP, lowest cost
Ice tank system
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Summary
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